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math-nl.rb F ( [BIffl
) MathML MathML
MathML
MathML: :(Illement mn MathML: :Number mi
MathML: :Identifier IAf
MathML
MathML: : $XMLElement*to_{-8}$ MathML
MathML
$\#!/usr/bin/ruby$
require $\prime math_{-}m1$ “
mm $=$ MathML: :Math. new(false)
nl . MathML: : Number. new $<<$ “ 1
n2 . MathML: ; Number. new $<<$ “ 2”
frac . MathML: : Frac. new(nl, $n2$ )
birakuQmath.sci.hokudai.u.jp
1572 2007 142-155 142
am $<<$ frac
puts mm. to-s













\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$} ( 1 $\backslash$
$\{$ .. $\}$ )
Mat$hML$: :$LatRX$: :Macro








$1p\cdot t$MathML: : $LaTeX$ : : Parser. new
lp.macro. parse $(‘ \backslash newcomand\{\backslash R\}\{\backslash mathbb\{R\}\} ‘)$
lp.macro. parse $(‘ \backslash newcomand\{\backslash cbrt\}[2][3]\{\backslash sqrt[*1]\{\# 2\}\}‘)$
$m$ . lp. parse $(‘ \backslash cbrt\{\backslash fracl2\}\backslash in\backslash R’)$
puts $m$ . to-s
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MathML: : $LaTeX$ : : Parser $\backslash newcommand\{\backslash R\}\{\backslash mathbb\{R\}\}$
$\backslash newcommand\{\backslash cbrt\}[2][3]\{\backslash sqrt[\# 1] \{\# 2\}\}$ $\sqrt[S]{\frac{1}{2}}$ $\theta\Psi$
$\backslash cbrt\{\backslash fracl2\}\backslash in\backslash R$ $\backslash cbrt$
MathML












1.1.2 MathHL: : $LaTeX$ : : Parser $BI\Re$
mat\sim ml. $B7g$
$\backslash sum_{-}a^{-}b$ \int a^b \frac
\sqrt array matrix
array Ifflx
$\backslash mathitffi$ $\backslash mathrm$ $\backslash mathbfffi*$ $\backslash mathbb$ \Re fi
$\backslash alpha$ \sum BIffl
amg symb am8 font8
W math-ml.rb
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$\sqrt[3]{}$ \cbrt MatUL: :LaTeX::Parser






cb MathML: : Number. new
cb < $\prime\prime 3^{l}$ ’
$r$ MathML: : Root. new (cb, parse-any)
end
end
$1p$ MathML: : LaTeX: : Parser. new
lp. add-plugin(CubeRoot)
lp. add-commands (”cbrt ”)
puts lp. parse $(‘ \backslash cbrt\{x\}‘)$ . to-s
$r\approx$ MathML: : Root.new ($cb$ , parse-any) nroot 1 (
) $<mn>3</mn$> 2 ( ) MathM: :LaTeX: : parser arSo-any
MathM: :LaTeX::parser$*pIE\{e_{-}any$
X 1 MathML







Matv ::String Ruby String
MathML o require $math_{-}m1/string’’$





puts $‘\backslash fracl2$ ‘. to-mathml. to-8
Natv ::LaTeX::Parser F MathML




String#to-mathml MathML: : $LaTeX$ : : Parser
Mathffl.: : $String\#mathm1_{-}1atex_{-}parser$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ String#to-mathml
$\#!/usr/bin/ruby$
require $math_{-}m1/string’$ ’
MathML: : String. $mathm1_{-}1atex_{-}parser$ . macro. parse $(’\backslash newcommand\{\backslash R\}\{\backslash mathbb\{R\}\}‘)$
puts ‘ $x\backslash in\backslash R$ ‘. to..mathml
MathML: : String. $mathm1_{-}1atex_{-}parser$ String#to-mathml $\nu$ HathHL: : $LaTeX$ : : Parser


















MatUL: :String String MathML
1
Ip 1 MathML
$”$ /libmathml/$ ruby $-rmath_{-}m1/stringarrow e$ $<. $each${ $|_{S}|putss$ . to-mathml} “
$f(x)\cdot ax^{-}2+bx+c$
























txt . $<. read






















require $\uparrow math_{-}m1/uti1$ ”
require $1|hikidoc’’$
txt $-$ $<. read
sl . MathML: :Util: : SimpleLaTeX. new $(: delimiter^{a}> " Q")$
encoded, data . sl. encode (txt)
html $\cdot$ IlikiDoc. to-html (encoded)
puts sl. decode (html, data)
1
$u^2+\ltimes \div \sim O$
$\backslash [$
$x-\backslash f$rac$\{-b\backslash pm\backslash sqrt\{b^{-}2-4ac\}\}\{2a\}$
$\backslash ]$
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MathML::Util: : $S$ impleLaTeX$*decode$ MathML MathML
XHTML
hl> $</h1>$










































Ruby on Rmlk8[1]( ‘Rails’) Ruby Web








“‘/math-mano$ $./script/generate$ model Memo
$db/migrate/0Ol$-createnemos.rb
class CreateMemos $<$ ActiveRecord: :Migration
def self. up
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create-table : memos do $|t|$









\tilde /math-memo$ $./script/generate$ scaffold Memo Memo
Web
“‘/math..memo$ $./script/server$








$|$ $\backslash --$ util. rb
$\backslash -rightarrow$ math-ml. rb






$app/views/layouts/memo$ .rhtml ‘ XHTML MathML
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$<?zml$ version$=1.0^{||}?>$
$<1DOCTYPE$ html PUBLIC $|-//W3C//DTD$ XHTML 1. 1 plus MathML 2. $0//EN$ $||http://www.w3.org/Math/DTD/math$
$<html$ xmlns$=||http;//www.w3.org/1999/xhtml$ “ xml: $1ang\cdot||ja^{lI}>$
$<head>$
$<metahttp-equiv\cdot\prime content$-type”content$\cdot$ $text/html;char\epsilon et\cdot UTF-8^{\dagger 1}/>$
$<title>Memo:</|^{\epsilon}$ controller. action-name $/|></title>$
$</..styleshe\circ t_{-}1ink_{-}tag$ ‘ scaffold’ $|/>$
$</head>$
$<body>$







class ApplicationController $<$ ActionController: : Base
after-filter : $set_{-}content_{-}type$
def $set_{-}content_{-}type$
if $/Gecko/\Leftrightarrow-$ request. env $[t]r\Gamma rP_{-}USER_{-}AGENT$ “]











$ Methods added to this helper will be available to all templates in the application.
module ApplicationHelper
def with-mathml (str)
if $/Gecko/-\sim$ request. env $[||HTTP_{-}US\Re_{-}AGBNT"]$
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sl $=$ MathML: :Util: : SimpleLaTeX. new
encoded, data . sl. encode (str)









$<pre></|$ with-mathml Qmemo. brief $/_{1}></pre>$
$</.=$ link-to ‘Edit ‘, : action $>$ ‘ edit’ , : id $>$ Gmemo $/_{l}>|$
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1)http: $//n1\cdots$S. $h$ $kud\cdot 1..e.jp/$





[1] David Heinemeier Hansson. Ruby on rails.
http: $//www$ . rubyonrails. $org/$ .
[2] Mozilla Japan. Firefox.
http: $//www$ .mozilla-japan. $org/products/f$ iref $ox/$ .
[3] $W3C$ . Mathematical Markup Language (MathML) Version 2.0 (Second Edition).
http $://www.w3.org/TR/2003/RBC-MathML2-2003l021/$ .
[4] . Hikidoc.
http: $//projects$ . netlab. $jP/hikidoc/?FrontPage$ . ja.
[5] . ruby.
http $://www$ . ruby-lang. $org/ja/$ .
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